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ZZap MS40 Money Counting Scale CW327
Counts banknotes and coins   View Product 

 Code : CW327

  
 49% OFF   Sale 

£542.84

£276.74 / exc vat
£332.09 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Drastically speed up your cash handling operation
with the ZZap MS40 money counting scales.

Able to silently count a cash drawer in less than two
minutes, the scales ensure rapid and precise
performance, helping you become more efficient in your
cashing up.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 82 137 155

Cm 8.2 13.7 15.5

Inches
(approx)

3 5 6

 Counts coins and banknotes for GBP, EUR, USD &

CHF (including new polymer notes & 1 coin)

 Counts coin bags/rolls and banknote bundles

 Counts a cash drawer in less than 2 minutes

 Calibrate your own cash drawer coin cups

 Easy to use & large LCD display

 Save & view count reports in the memory

 MicroSD card port: currency updates & export count

reports to a PC

 Reference numbers & date-time stamps tag count

reports with tills/cashiers

 Automatic add and scroll functions

 Counts tokens, vouchers, chips, tickets, etc

 Register at www.zzap.com within 30 days to claim

3rd year of warranty

Material : Plastic & Metal
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